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Date: January 3
rd

, 2023 

. Monique goes over shop products and basic member & shop services launch. 

. Greetings to all online by Popois 

. Opening Grace in native tongue by Iskotew 

. Food Sovereignty brought by Maskwa aka Howard. 

. Bought an old co-op @old town location, all food free from all toxins. 

. First food op. to harvest Jan 2023 end 

. Off reserve project. 

. Bill Norfed design descriptions. 

M1 cash 

M2 visas 

M3 others’ ideas yet to come about basic lend-ability. 

Shane from Blackfoot tribe shares his new projects and works, as well as computer systems etc. ‘Preserve the 

Quality’ 

. Rainmaker voices concerns and preferences for fiat, solid back funding and others convey their preferences 

also. 

. chats about different currencies.  

. Discussion about Watchmun , ideas, concerns, and training etc. 

. Chad… chats about hunting and emerg. Food. 

. Feb. Pilgrimage to Muddy Waters was discussed in brief. 



 

 

. One infiltrator has been found who was on the planning committee, first name James. Now gone. 

. In-depth discussion about banking and offshore acc and ideas and such, more different ideas about what 

people want to see in the new systems. 

. Impute ideas about programs by Nelson. 

. Maskwa brings discussion about the end of all contracts of Chief and Council, ideas as municipal invalid 

jurisdictions now null and void .Brings new positioning as well as land reclaiming letters must be drafted and 

written. 

. He mentioned the lands known as West K in the surrounding Muddy Waters North area. 

. Further discussion about the 8
th

 fire  

. The reading from Iskotew of the Anishinaabe Hope Prophecy and the Rainbow Warriors. 

. Water directions for Artisan wells and other water purification devices in our store and from various members. 

. Mention about various council member’s , the basic outline of how the new projects will be verified, passed 

and discussed. 

. Three main areas atm of importance are 

Marshals,  

Banking Team,  

and online services. 

. Mel brings new product awareness. 

. Closing Grace by Iskotew in Native tongue 
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